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By H K Kiting

Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Six short tales of the Adam Seville Studio, a
small place in New York that holds private showings, by invitation only, of the latest work by the
artist. Not satisfied with the typical materials used in the art world, Adam incorporates living men
into his pieces. It s interactive, sensual work that makes the model wonder if they are a permanent
part of the exhibit. Connor Jackson delivers himself to the studio for a project Adam titles Silver
Skin. That coloring is just temporary. Isn t it? Connor experiences bondage like nothing he ever has
before for Adam s project called Canvas. And once you re helpless, even something like breathing
can be taken out of your hands. For Statuary, Adam enlists Kip to literally be joined with Connor.
Adam proves that when it comes to human statues, two is better than one. Connor is put into overthe-top bondage for The Cube. This time though, he s not just kept on the studio floor. Adam takes
him to his upstairs bedroom where things get a kinky start. For...
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Reviews
Complete guideline! Its this type of great read through. it absolutely was writtern quite perfectly and helpful. I am very happy to explain how this is basically
the best book i actually have read through during my personal life and can be he very best book for at any time.
-- Joshua Ger hold PhD
A very awesome book with perfect and lucid reasons. It really is basic but shocks within the 50 percent of the book. Its been designed in an exceptionally
easy way and is particularly merely right after i finished reading this ebook where in fact changed me, change the way i think.
-- Mea g a n Roob
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